Measurements of ultrasonic phase velocities and attenuation of slow waves in cellular aluminum foams as cancellous bone-mimicking phantoms.
The water-saturated aluminum foams with an open network of interconnected ligaments were investigated by ultrasonic transmission technique for the suitability as cancellous bone-mimicking phantoms. The phase velocities and attenuation of nine samples covering three pores per inch (5, 10, and 20 PPI) and three aluminum volume fractions (5, 8, and 12% AVF) were measured over a frequency range of 0.7-1.3 MHz. The ligament thickness and pore sizes of the phantoms and low-density human cancellous bones are similar. A strong slow wave and a weak fast wave are observed for all samples while the latter is not visible without significant amplification (100x). This study reports the characteristics of slow wave, whose speeds are less than the sound speed of the saturating water and decrease mildly with AVF and PPI with an average 1469 m/s. Seven out of nine samples show positive dispersion and the rest show minor negative dispersion. Attenuation increases with AVF, PPI, and frequency except for the 20 PPI samples, which exhibit non-increasing attenuation level with fluctuations due to scattering. The phase velocities agree with Biot's porous medium theory. The RMSE is 16.0 m/s (1%) at n = 1.5. Below and above this value, the RMSE decreases mildly and rises sharply, respectively.